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http://www.clintonhouse.com/
Ok, we admit we just couldn’t
resist using the above logo from
a fine hunting establishment in
Clinton, South Carolina to help
us direct your attention to the
hypocrisy among the liberals.
We hope our readers picked up
on our continued iteration that
whenever a liberal demeans,
blames or accuses, they just
need to hold up a mirror to
learn who they are really talking
about. During a celebration of
an American hero’s birthday,
Martin Luther King Day, Hillary
Clinton stated that the GOP
Congress is run like a plantation
where dissenting voices are
squelched and President Bush
will go down in history as one of
America’s worst presidents.

We realize that President Bush
has three years remaining in
his presidency and he could
still potentially screw up, even
worse than Bill Clinton. But, as
of today, it is clear that “W” will
go down in history as one of the
top five greatest presidents in
American history.
We only
need to look at what he had
inherited because of the highly
incompetent Clintonistas.
Hillary’s remarks gave a little
boost of hope for those of us
out here who have thought all
this time that the members of
the GOP Congress were no
more than weak-kneed, neutered lap-dog consensus builders. Shame on us.

Next we have the ethicallychallenged Edward “Ted” Kennedy of Chappaquiddick fame.
While grilling US Supreme Court
nominee Samuel Alito, Kennedy
made some wild accusations of
Alito’s membership in an all male
alumni club at Princeton University. Judge Alito may have paid
his dues
to
the
group as
many new
graduates
do, but he
wasn’t an
active
member
in
the
group as
far as he
recalls and as far as we here at
the YS can tell. However, Teddy
has been a member of the Owl
Club of Harvard University. Even
though the club was kicked off
campus more than 20 years ago
because they discriminated
against women, Teddy remained
a member in good standing, until
he was found out by the good
watchful eyes of NewsMax.com
and all those out there in blogland.

Finally, out of 19,928 votes in
an on-line poll, 18,596 of those
voting on the WDSU Television
web site thought the remarks by
Mayor Ray Nagin were inappropriate. During another liberal
Martin Luther King Day speech,
Nagin stated that the City of New
Orleans will be chocolate again.
In a usual back-pedal, Nagin
later suggested that he meant

that it would include white milk
to make a delicious drink. The
election for a new mayor will be
held April 22. With all that we
know about liberals, it becomes
a major curiosity why any one
but the most mentally challenged would vote for these
people. What is most disturbing,
nearly 49% of Americans qualify
as being mentally-challenged.
~ J. Powers

http://www.newsmax.com/archives/ic/2006/1/16/211637.shtml—http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/01/06/AR2006010601490.html
http://www.washtimes.com/national/20060112-110438-9568r.htm—http://www.wdsu.com/news/6151733/detail.html?rss=no&psp=news

"The establishment of an American Soviet government will require the confiscation of large landed estates, in both town
and country, and the entirety of lakes, rivers, forests, and mineral deposits."
W. Z. Foster, National Chairman, Communist Party, USA. 1932.

"The future of the Communist Party in America will be the environmental movement."
Gus Hall, National Chairman, Communist Party, USA., 1960.

"We reject the idea of private property."
Peter Berle, Chairman, National Audubon Society

"To achieve One World Government it is necessary to remove from the minds of men their individualism, their loyalty to
family traditions and national identification."
Brock Chisholm, then director of UN World Health Organisation
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Water, Water Everywhere, But Not A Drop Will Be Free By Maxine Adams
The handwriting has been on the
wall for years and the writing is
becoming clearer.
We’re all
soon going to be buying the new
“blue gold” from corporations
who are using 90% of the water
in world-wide manufacturing
industries. The other 10% will
be for sale to those who can
afford it. If you’re surprised at
this revelation, you join many
others who haven’t realized this
has been in the works for decades.
Corporations want to own all of
the fresh water on the planet
and work out an equalized distribution system from areas of
plenty to areas of need, with
emphasis on corporate profits
all the way around. It’s another
part of the “global family” socialization.
Along with every
other resource, it will be, and is
now, “protected” by a ton of
rules, regulations and laws for
the good of Corporate-Global in
the name of environmental expediency. Corporate America is
being phased out.
Granted, fresh water is a finite
resource, but the only ones who
will be enjoying it will be those
who can afford it. The rest of us
will be drinking from puddles
and makeshift “rain catchers”.
If you’re reading this, you have a
computer. Go on line and find
out what the water management
plan in your state is. You will
likely be very surprised!
This falls nicely into the ecovillage solution as to what
should be done with all those
human beings who are cluttering
up the planet. The core areas
and buffer zones are just one
more way to control our water
along with all other natural resources.

The environmental groups yell
loudly that they don’t want the
corporations to make water a
commodity, but then the groups
say “thank you” ever so quietly
for the billions of dollars they
amass from these same money
sources to buy up more land to
“protect” with their partners.

Soon to follow will be managed
health care, control over our
personal habits, and even the
number of children we will be
“permitted” to have.
Even
sooner will be gun control. Without abundant wild game, there’ll
be no need for weapons. Besides that, it’s for the peace of
the planet, so how about trading
In turn, they sell some of the that useless gun in for a few
land for “cluster villages” for all gallons of fresh clean water?
of us to live in. Since it’s common knowledge that none of us The Supreme Court recently upreally own our land, it doesn’t held the right to euthanasia in
take a mental giant to figure out Oregon, and it will rapidly spread
that the land with less worth will to other states and throughout
be “given”, generously of the planet, as a way to control
course, for the housing of some medical costs and population.
corporate village for employees;
villages reminiscent of the look- There is even a crumb to throw
alike company owned houses in to the people of various religions;
combine them all into one religold mining towns.
ion that everyone will be
There is no country on this “allowed” to believe in. By using
planet that is a true democracy. the argument that since all agree
All countries are beholden to there is only one God, by whatmoney lenders backed by giant ever name in each religion, it
international corporations. should not be a difficult transiCorporations are throwing out tion for all the believers to make.
money by the billions to help The leaders of the planet will let
underling and naïve environ- us know what we may “choose”
mental groups “protect” more to believe and they will deterand more of our land and re- mine how and when we worship
sources, including water. Hope- their god. Since “Creationism” is
fully, those misguided people to be whispered in the closet,
are unaware they’re being used perhaps Pan, the Greek god of
by those further on up the envi- nature and wildlife, will be what
ronmental group pecking order is chosen
to further a larger agenda. The
governments of each country, Our children’s school curriculum
however, are a different story – is already being adulterated
they know exactly what they’re through the use of “global guidelines”. With the help of the ACLU,
doing and why.
our parental rights are dwindling
Corporations now control our a bit more everyday. Even the
electricity, our fuel, our miner- concept of a “traditional family”
als, water, and forests all over is changing.
the planet, as well as the food
we eat. Through partnerships The advantage to that, you ask?
with the environmental groups The less cohesiveness in famiand the government, not even lies, church and social groups,
and the more distrust implanted,
our homes are safe.
the easier humans are to man-

age.
Hence, the lucrative
neighborhood watch program
where you can turn in your
neighbor for an infraction of
some minor new law or rule and
get paid for it, perhaps in the
future with water.
If anyone actually believes that
the Clinton Global Initiative, the
Millennium Project, and Agenda
21 will make this a kinder, more
wonderful little ball to live on,
they obviously haven’t been listening to even the sketchy information given on the evening
news.
The thousands of alphabet soup
participants have such conflicting rules and regulations that it’s
hard even to keep track of them
all. They breed like rabbits and
are so intertwined that it’s hard
to tell whom they are and what
alliances they’ve formed. The
only thing they have in common
is that each thread eventually
always winds its way back to the
United Nations, i.e. the Clinton
Global Initiative and the World
Trade Organization.
Where will this end? We all
know, but are afraid to admit it,
aren’t we?
Sure hope my
neighbor in the rabbit warren
that we’ll all eventually be living
in is a pleasant one! Sure hope
the work that I’m assigned to do
after the results of my aptitude
test has been evaluated is something I want to do.
Most of all, I hope I’m not alive to
see all of these things come true,
but I’m afraid that by 2015 our
lives are all going to be drastically changed. So raise that nice
cold icy glass of water in a toast
to the future! And, while you
can, pray to the God of your
choice for sanity to return to this
little ball that’s still whirling
around the sun. ~ M. Adams

REFERENCED LINKS
http://www.clintonglobalinitiative.org/home.nsf/pt_home
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/sdissues/water/Interagency_activities.htm—http://www.worldwatercouncil.org/ - http://www.crossroad.to/text/articles/la21_198.html
http://www.savemiwater.org/images/Olson-Testimony-SB289-03-25-03.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/deq/0,1607,7-135-3313_3682_3714_4012-95955--,00.html - http://www.michigan.gov/deq/0,1607,7-135-3313-86262--,00.html
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JibJab—http://www.jibjab.com/Home.aspx
Also see Big Box Mart video

http://www.cagle.com/news/AlitoKennedy/1.asp

Roe Babies And Reagan Babies By Hans Zeiger, January 23, 2006
The rising generation of Americans has been shaped profoundly
by two events that have anniversaries this week. The first event
was the U.S. Supreme Court's
decision in Roe v. Wade 34 years
ago. The second event was the
inauguration of Ronald Reagan
25 years ago.
Because of the first event, one
fourth of our generation is no
longer alive. Roe Babies, 45 million of them since 1973, are
missing.
But there are some positive signs
on the cultural horizon. In recent
years, public opinion regarding
abortion has continually shifted
toward the pro-life position. The
number of Americans calling
themselves pro-choice has declined by 10 points since 1995,
while the number of Americans
calling themselves pro-life has
increased 16 points. According to
a Gallup poll, a decade ago, 56
percent of Americans considered
themselves pro-choice and 33
percent said they were pro-life.
Today, according to a Zogby poll,
49 percent of Americans say they
are pro-life, compared to 46 percent who say they are prochoice.12

The most important reason for this
shift is the survivors of abortion.
Reagan Babies, born between
1981 and 1989, number about 30
million. Reagan Babies are presently in high school, college, on the
frontlines in Iraq and Afghanistan,
and emerging in the workplace. A
growing collection of evidence
indicates that Reagan Babies are
more conservative than our parents. This is especially evident in
the issue of abortion.
First, Reagan Babies are the most
pro-life group in the nation. Gallup
found that the highest support for
restrictions on abortion was held
among eighteen-to-twenty-nineyear-olds. According to a 2003
Gallup poll, 32 percent of thirteento-seventeen-year-olds are in favor
of a complete legal ban on abortion, compared to only 26 percent
of adults. Teens who attend church
were more likely than those who
do not to support an abortion ban,
at 40 percent compared to 26
percent. Seventy-two percent of
teenagers consider abortion morally wrong.
A Pace University/Rock the Vote
survey of new voters taken before
the 2004 election revealed that 54
percent were pro-life (believing

http://www.gopusa.com/commentary/hzeiger/2006/hz_01231.shtml

that "all abortions should be made
illegal" or "abortion should be legal
only in the most extreme cases,
such as to save the life of the
mother, incest, or rape"), compared
to only 44 percent who were proabortion. An amazing 61 percent of
Latino and 59 percent of black firsttime voters were pro-life. Among
first-time voters, 52 percent of selfidentified moderates were pro-life
and 45 percent were pro-abortion.
And a 2004 Zogby poll shows that
60 percent of eighteen-to-twentynine-year-olds support complete
restriction of abortion or minimal
exceptions for the life of the
mother, rape, or incest.
Second, the pro-abortion constituency is aging rapidly. A comparison
of membership lists between
Planned Parenthood and the National Right to Life Federation reveals that the average pro-abortion
activist is ten years older than the
average pro-life activist. The face of
the abortion industry in the twentyfirst century is the rapidly aging
"liberated" radical.
Reagan Babies don't see abortion
as liberation. "When I was their age,
I thought abortion meant liberation
for women," boomer ex-radical feminist Frederica Mathewes-Green

wrote. "For them, abortion means
violence against children. The
meaning of abortion is changing,
and as it does, minds change as
well. It's not surprising that this
change would begin with the young.
After all, it is their generation that is
under attack: anyone under the age
of twenty-eight could have been
killed this way. A fourth of their
generation was." So it's not just
another political issue for Reagan
Babies; it is a matter of life and
death. Sarah McKalips of the prolife group Rock for Life says that
youth "don't see abortion as just a
women's rights issue, they also see
it as a human rights issue."
Many of the faces I saw when I
went to the annual March for Life in
the nation's capital a couple years
ago were young and vibrant. Young
marchers wore T-shirts printed by
Rock for Life that read, "You will not
silence my message. You will not
mock my God. You will stop killing
my generation."
Reagan Babies are standing up for
Roe Babies. Slowly, young Americans are helping to rebuild a culture
of life. Doing so means more than
merely overturning Roe v. Wade--it
means that hearts and minds must
be changed. Soon, we must pray,
they will stop killing our generation.
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What’s the Answer? Unite for America
The problem with being an
ignorant voter is that you reap
what you sow. American people, who have stood arrogantly
and religiously behind televised
platforms, while never once
following, reading, and comprehending bills and legislation in
Congress, are suddenly saying
to themselves, “Oh, sh**!”
Well, no sh**, Sherlocks…
We were divided, by our television mentalities, into red and
blue camps. We, as a united
people, were aborted, so to
speak, and cleverly so. It became far more important to be
a “conservative” or a “liberal”
than to know the facts and
power of our division. And as
we continued to be ignorant
people, our conservative and
liberal leadership, the ones we
elected in droves, changed our
nation into their nation, for our
leadership is, and for decades
has been, a hybrid SocialistCommunist group who is fully,
completely dedicated to the
United Nations, the World Bank,
the World Trade Organization,
or, in other words, a one-world
government where the rich rule
humanity. If you are a red or a
blue, you, too, are a globalSocialist. The condition of your
country and the result of your
vote is proof positive.
And now, the sleepy masses
are having a tough time sleeping. Their nation is starting to
scare them. Their elected, as
so aptly demonstrated any day
or night of the week on C-SPAN,
are very creepy aristocrats –
very creepy. I’ve said many
times that they are fascinating
to watch, and you will notice the
pat and standard and incessant
dribble – the non-stop dribble,
which never, ever, addresses
Socialist globalism, but only
“security,” which, in absolute
truth and fact, means their security.
Between 9-11, the set up of
the Martial Law/paramilitary
system, non-stop hiding of legislation that is chipping away at
our Constitution, our land, and
all other rights; judicial hocus

pocus, implementation of the
NGO/partnership/stakeholding
bureaucracy, which is PERMANENTLY eliminating local governments (that means village,
burg, town, city, and county
government), and replacing
t h e m w i t h U . N . -d e fi ne d
“regions” and their appointed
vs. elected NGO leadership,
AND a thousand other points of
global light, don’t think for one
moment that you, yourselves,
are morally superior in any conservative or liberal belief systems. You are all fools. We are
all fools. We threw out the
baby, which was freedom, with
profound arrogance and pride.
And now I would like to address Christianity in America. If
I hear one more Christian stating that he or she is thrilled with
the “end-time” scenario in
America, I think I will scream. If
Christians are going to insist
upon acting like religious radicals, mandating who and what
is good and evil, while sitting
back and watching the kindest,
most successful political system in the history of humankind
be, once again, destroyed by
aristocrats, greed, and powermongering, then don’t write to
me about “the rapture” while
you allow your churches to be
faith-based and “partnered” to
geo-political money and mandates. If you believe in unalienable rights, friggin’ fight for
them! I am sick to death of
religious radicalism.
I can’t
remember a time in my life or in
history when it wasn’t a global
monstrosity and bloodbath.
Enough with the arrogance!
God does not need screaming
me-me’s.
If you believe in
Christianity, serve humanity.
And for that matter, and no
matter to which religion you
prescribe, serve humanity and
humble yourselves if you want a
religious leg to stand on!
Finally, and having considered
arrogance in this article, please
let us ask what we can do in
spite of ourselves. The question on everyone’s mind is,
“What do we do now that we
see what we have done (and

By Nancy Levant

not done)?” We now realize
that what we face is way, way
beyond monumental, for we
realize that the future, and what
may be the immediate future, is
bitterly and terrifyingly grim.
And my countrymen, there is
only one answer.
Red and blue, Black and
White and Native and Latino
and Asian, young and old alike
– every American citizen from
every walk of life must realize
that freedom comes first. It
trumps every, single political
hot-potato issue, every single
“security” development, and
every individual political, social,
and religious opinion. If you
don’t have freedom, opinion
and individual belief is illegal.
And aristocrats make your freedom illegal.
You will be told, in no uncertain terms, what your opinions
will be. This is exactly what is
happening to every single
American child in the American
public school system today.
They are being drilled with new
and mandated opinions – as
per the mandates of the United
Nations, its Outcome-Based
Education, its School-To-Work
Socialist-corporate mission, and
its Socialist-Communist teachers unions. The new and enslaved citizen worker is upon
us, and they are our children –
the ones who will never know
opinion or freedom.
Unite in mass – every American citizen – every single one of
us – together and absolutely,
steadfastly, indivisible. Get off
of the red and blue grid and
refuse its power. For all of you
who want to know what to do,
unite behind freedom, liberty,
and justice for all. For if we
don’t unite in mass, all of our
opinions will die terrible and
bitter deaths. Everything that
you personally believe in will be
yanked from you – everything.
And if you still believe that
“security” is the driving factor of
our leadership, and you still
believe that 9-11 is the reason
for our nation’s sweeping
“changes,” than you have suc-

cumbed to the oldest indoctrination scam in the book – create fear, implant new power.
Systematically, another aristocracy is taking down another
nation. It’s the oldest political
trick in history, and this time,
that nation is ours.
In all of documented human
history, the lesson that mankind
has steadfastly failed to learn is
that you cannot allow aristocrats and wealth to rule over
mankind. Freedom is taken,
first and foremost, and oppressive rule by the few always becomes dictatorial and brutal –
ALWAYS.
The world is now fully under
the dictates of wealthy aristocrats, their financial systems,
their corporations and bureaucracies, and their academic institutions. Unbelievably so, we
have allowed them powers unimaginable. We have looked
away while they abused those
powers and systematically removed ours. It’s time to unite.
Together, and in one voice, we
must tell them that this nation
is OURS. The continued public
support of freedom’s suicide
must stop else we WILL reap
what was so mindlessly sown.
We must become Americans for
the survival of America.
Furthermore, American people must understand that freedom and democracy are two
very different things, which is
why our nation was set up as a
Republic and, specifically, not a
democracy. Study up! And one
last crumb for thought – America, as a nation, is not in this
battle alone. People in all nations are facing the exact same
globalization power crisis. We
must support the freedom efforts of all people in all nations,
and the DOES NOT MEAN that
they have to think or believe as
we believe! Human beings, and
not just American people, have
the right to self-determination.
We are all in this together, and
our power is in tremendous
numbers. And on an endnote,
buy gold and silver.
Your
money is not money. ~ Nancy
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Michigan’s “Eco“Eco-Green” State Forest – Theirs or Ours? By C. J. Williams
“Forest certification is a seal of
approval for environmentally responsible wood and paper products,” said Governor Granholm in a
January 12th press release.
“Third-party forest certification is
critical for those companies that
want to ensure that the paper and
wood products they purchase and
use are legally harvested from wellmanaged forests,” said DNR Director Rebecca Humphries.
“Today marks an historic milestone in Michigan’s forest management history,” said Granholm.
“Dual certification affirms that our
state-owned forests are managed in
a healthy, sustainable way.”
So what were these two empowered females blathering about?
Well, you’re about to find out! But,
please bear in mind that state government, including the governor,
are supposed to serve state citizens; we employ them by voting and
we fuel our State agencies, their
personnel and programs, with our
tax dollars, sales tax, permit fees,
park entrance fees, license fees
and a whole host of other pocketemptying schemes.
We do not employ those who work
for us to also work for global citizens, all under the oppressive
thumb of UN treaties and programs
that have been systematically degrading and destroying America’s
Constitution and our inherent right
to individual ownership, as state
and national citizens.
If those, whom we employ as
state servants, don’t like this fact,
they need to dial 1-800-Leave-theUSA and take their Socialistic, “for
the common good”, conceptual
collectivism with them when they
go!
We, my friends, are the State and
our forests are now certified according to two standards, which require
them to be managed in such a
parsimonious way that they, and all
that dwells within, will sustain all
the world’s people for a minimum of
one hundred years.
As faithful readers of this column
may well guess, the Nature Conservancy has played a part in staging
this part of the Wildlands Project
scenario, which is nothing more
than a ruse to control the world’s
forests through the machinations of
the Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC) and the Sustainable Forest
Initiative (SFI). Half, 50%, of Michigan is forestland, and the globalizers want it all.

Both the FSC and SFI require complying with specific mandates for
“sustainable management” in order
for Michigan to market “green” wood
and “green” forest products in America and overseas. As with most ecolanguage, the word “sustainable” is
deceptive; what it actually means is
that our resources will be managed
so only the barest minimum will be
taken for our personal needs. No
more Charmin or Kleenex for us; it’s
back to corn husks and a looking
glass arm for the proletariat, but
enough timbering will be allowed to
provide aloe soaked potty-paper for
the Elitists.
America’s timbering giants have
known this was coming for years,
have added to their forestland coffers by squeezing out little guy operations, and have taken advantage
of “green” credits in order to keep
making money as long as possible.
Some have allowed themselves to
be taken over by investment corporations.
To do otherwise and engage in
traditional timbering and manufacturing forest products would have
entailed continuous litigation of
costly environmental lawsuits filed
by environmental attorneys being
churned out of the University of
Virginia School of Law and other
learning institutions.
Now that the Sustainable Development stage has been properly set to
sell privately owned millions of forestland acres, deals are being brokered through one of the Nature
Conservancy’s “unique private-public
partnership” deals, such as Governor Granholm’s “U. P. Big Deal”.
Worse is that our Federal Government also engages in “unique private-public partnership” deals with a
little help from the Conservancy. So,
when the Senate Finance Committee
or IRS investigates the organization,
TNC gets a slap on the wrist, an
admonition to do better, and a pristinely processed press release, exonerating their questionable financial
wheeling and dealing, is issued to
the bought and paid for news media,
which then totes the good news to
the American public.
Remember John Kerry’s “global
report card”, which is internationally
graded every five years, and the
global plan for the 21st Century,
Agenda 21? Certified Sustainable
Forests are a part of that plan, as
will be fresh and salt waters, agricultural products, textiles, dwellings,
and you name it.
Michigan forests have now been

dually labeled SFI and FSC certified as
globally sustainable by an independent
3rd party certifier, which was mandated
to be done by January 1, 2006.
A false market was created years ago
for “green” wood and “green” forest
products, driving up costs for suppliers
and consumers. The world, or so it’s
claimed, wants only certified “green”
forest products, and, by golly, if Home
Depot or Lowes doesn’t have that in
their warehouse, they won’t be building
new stores on any wetland mudpuddle.
The Sustainable Forestry Board governs the Sustainable Forest Initiative
Certification, which our State forests
just received. Two Board members are
TNC’s President and CEO, Steve McCormick, and George Fenwick who
founded the American Bird Conservancy after spending 16 years with TNC
as VP for Science, VP for Ecosystem
Conservation, and Chair of TNC’s “Last
Great Places” Campaign Steering Committee. The Board uses Ann Arbor
based NSF International Strategic Registrations as its acceptable 3rd party
certifier.
The Forest Stewardship Council requires stronger compliance mandates
than SFI. In their January 2002 newsletter, the Forest Stewardship Council
announced that the Nature Conservancy had joined their membership
that also includes the National Wildlife
Federation, of which MUCC is an affiliated member, the Sierra Club, and
others. One of FSC’s 3rd party certifiers is NSF International Strategic Registrations of Ann Arbor.
According to the August 11, 2005
Natural Resources Commission meeting minutes, Lynne Boyd, MI-DNR reported that:
“Forest certification is review of the
on-ground forest practices against
standards that address environmental,
social and economic issues. It provides
for an independent, third party review
of how effectively these practices are
carried out; and a periodic reverification and recertification after the
initial certification.
Once certified,
audits will be continual. The Legislature requires Michigan to be certified
by one independent auditing group.
Governor Granholm committed for dual
certification. The Sustainable Forestry
Initiative and the Forest Stewardship
Council will be utilized for certification.
She stated that FSI is an industry
driven standard that originated in the

US and looks at forest management
practices. The FSC was an international standard that originated in
third-world countries looking more at
social aspects of managing forest
and land.”
The 3rd Party Certifier retained by
the Sate to audit our forests for good
management practices and 100year sustainability was NSF Strategic
International Registrations, which
presented SFI and FSC Certificates
to the State during a recent meeting
of the Natural Resources Commission in Muskegon.
NSF Strategic International Registrations is a subsidiary of NSF International, an independent, not-forprofit organization and also the UN’s
World Health Organization Collaborating Centre for Food and Water
Safety and Indoor Environment.
Additional NSF International services include safety audits for food
and water industries, management
systems registrations delivered
through NSF Internal Strategic Registrations, Ltd., organic certification
provided by Quality Assurance International, and education through the
NSF Center for Public Health Education. It was founded in 1944, and is
headquartered in Ann Arbor.
So, congratulations, fellow Michiganders, our forests have met the
mark according to current SCI and
FSC Sustainable Seal of Approval
mandates. They join neighboring
and dually certified MN and WI State
Forests, designated World Heritage
Sites, American Heritage Rivers,
National Heritage Sites, National
Heritage Scenic Highways, etc., all
generally within designated UN Biospheres and the thousands of mileswide buffering Reserves, all managed according to the U.N.’s Agenda
21 mandates.
Our nation’s richest resources; the
forests, waters, and all that lies far
underground, like the world’s richest
source of native copper in TNC’s
Keweenaw Peninsula “Last Great
Place” and the oil and gas reserves
under Lower Michigan’s UN Bioreserve, are only some of the really
“pristine jewels” often referred to in
TNC’s literature or toted to every
Tom, Dick, and Harry willing to listen,
including many of those whom we’ve
elected to serve us, and not the
global community. ~ CJ

REFERENCED LINKS
http://www.nsf.org/
http://www.law.virginia.edu/home2002/html/academics/environment/env_courses.htm
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/NRCMINUTES8-11-05_136289_7.pdf
http://www.midnr.com/publications/pdfs/divisions/forest/ForestCertification/MyWebsFC/index.htm#
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Disclaimer—
Disclaimer—KOA Statement
The Yooper Scooper is a private newsletter to be exchanged among friends
and like-minded individuals via the
internet or through a hard copy printed
at personal expense. Even though
Democrats can campaign from the
pulpit while Catholic Priests have to
remain silent with threats of being
removed from their non-profit status
by the Democrats, the freedom of
speech still has meaning and relevance among the people. We would
like to take this opportunity to stress
that if you take offense to the content
of this newsletter you are probably
indeed a descendent from monkeys.
As for the rest of us, we hold the truths
of God, Creationism, Free Will, Ten
Commandments and the Constitution
close to our hearts and within our
souls.

Recommended Links
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/siteindex.htm
http://www.whitehouse.org/news/2003/092103.asp
http://www.politics1.com/p2008-allen.htm
http://www.liberalscum.com/tkennedy.html
http://www.taxfoundation.org/files/4c4efa0e385d5e8069964d3b0d65660c.swf
http://proliberty.com/observer/20040501.htm
http://eco.freedom.org/el/20060102/michaelshaw.shtml
http://eco.freedom.org/el/20060102/gielow.shtml
http://www.freepeltier.org/peltier_faq.htm
http://www.newswithviews.com/DeWeese/tom13.htm
http://www.newswithviews.com/DeWeese/tom14.htm
http://www.newswithviews.com/DeWeese/tom10.htm

Challenging an FBI Fishing Expedition—
Expedition—Story Below
http://news.com.com/Google+denies+FBI+link+to+Gmail/2110-1038_3-5202163.html
http://www.epic.org/privacy/gmail/foirequest.html
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/news/techpolicy/2003-10-22-fbi-hard-drive-snooping_x.htm
http://www.google.com/intl/en/privacypolicy.html
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/congress/january97/cellular_1-14.html

http://www.turnercounty.com/flag/does-my-flag-offend.htm

~J. Powers, Editor

CHALLENGING AN FBI FISHING EXPEDITION
The Yahoo search engine has
already given information to
the FBI. Google is holding out
to the bitter end.
The FBI is demanding that the
search engines release the
email addresses and other
identifying information on
those who had searched for
child porn. Cracking down on
perverts is always a welcomed
action, especially when the
action cleans the streets of the
mentally sick perverts who find
pleasure in victimizing children
or supporting a market that
reaps rewards at the expense
of the mental and physical
health of kids.
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We may very well remain quite
offended by the 46 million
children killed by abortion
since the USSC decision Roe
Vs. Wade, but we should also
be stricken ill at the thought of
predators searching the net
for connections with children,
child pornography and allowing their perversions to dominate their souls.

However, the FBI is throwing out
the net to catch the perverts by a
methodology that should raise a
concern among all Americans.
Rather than obtaining a warrant
to obtain specific information
about a specific person or visits
to a specific web site, the FBI is
on a fishing expedition hoping to
improve their job security.
We recall the prosecutor in Florida that ran around looking at
medical records and pharmacy
records of Rush Limbaugh. In a
rabid attempt to charge Rush
with a crime, they stepped on the
both the civil and constitutional
rights of the rightwing talk show
host.
What comes into question is the
expectation of privacy. As an
American citizen, do you have an
expectation of privacy when you
use your telephone, cell phone,
internet or even your cable box
to watch television? Most would
have a resounding affirmative
response. Tossing out probable
cause in favor of Gestapo tactics
is an unacceptable practice.

This reminds us of an elderly
couple touring innocently
through the highways and byways of Florida, who just happened to overhear a cellular call
between Newt Gingrich and another person on their receiver
and accidentally recorded the
call. They later sold the tape.
As Americans, most of us have a
unique understanding of our
government’s necessary function
to keep us safe and by using
technology to monitor telephone
calls from the suspect regions
overseas that are home to many
terrorist. At home, terrorists in
the U. S. had purchased hundreds of pre-paid cell phones.
With the speed of a machine gun
the terrorist use one phone and
toss it. The NSA was probably
beside themselves trying to keep
up with the state-side terrorists
who were speaking with those
overseas. We also know that
pre-paid phones don’t have any
subscriber information to provide
them with warrant information.
The FBI on-the-other-hand, has
no such exigent circumstance.

http://www.rightgrrl.com/carolyn/gingrichtripp.html - http://www.fbi.gov/

